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Lonmin Statement re Ultimatum for Rock Drill Operators
Lonmin has confirmed that it has asked 3,000 illegally striking employees to return to work on
Monday (August 20th), or face possible dismissal. An initial deadline of last Friday was extended by
the Company in the light of the tragic events of last Thursday. The legal ultimatum applies only to
illegally striking rock drill operators and assistant rock drill operators who began an unprotected
action on August 10th.
Meanwhile, the Company is communicating with the rest of its local workforce, numbering 25,000,
plus a further 10,000 contractors, who have not been on strike but have been unable to work
because of violence, that police consider it safe for them to report for duty again. Initially mining
division employees will only be asked to report for the morning shift. Staff have also been issued
with contact numbers to report any further incidents of intimidation.
Simon Scott, Chief Financial Officer, said: "The safety and security of our employees is paramount
and nobody will be asked to report for duty if the police consider them in danger of reprisals. Given
the tragedy which unfolded last week we immediately extended this deadline, but the vast majority
of our workforce, and their families, who rely on our mine for their livelihood, have now been
unable to work for more than a week."
Mr Scott added: "As the government has made clear, it is in the interests of our workers and the
country, as well as the Company, that the mines are operational. We all have a long way to go to
rebuild trust and try to come to terms with what has happened, but those who rely on us and want
to work deserve the chance to do so."
Meanwhile Lonmin has given details of how it is supporting communities on the ground at the
Marikana site.
Counselling services are running at a number of sites, including the local hospital. Employees and
local people have been given a series of helpline numbers to call for information on the support
services available, which include issues around identification of and funeral services for those who
lost their lives, medical support, and counselling for all those affected.

The Company would like to reiterate its deep condolences to the family and friends of all those who
lost their lives or were injured in the events of the last week, and to restate its commitment to doing
everything it can to support them and the wider workforce in what has been a tragic and difficult
period for everyone at Lonmin.
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Notes to editors
About Lonmin:
1. Lonmin, which is listed on both the London Stock Exchange and the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, is one of
the world’s largest primary producers of Platinum Group Metals (PGMs). These metals are essential for many
industrial applications, especially catalytic converters for internal combustion engine emissions, as well as their
widespread use in jewellery.
Lonmin’s operations are situated in the Bushveld Complex in South Africa, where nearly 80% of global PGM
resources are found.
The Company creates value for shareholders through mining, refining and marketing PGMs and has a vertically
integrated operational structure – from mine to market. Lonmin’s mining operations extract ore from which
the Process Division produces refined PGMs for delivery to customers. Underpinning the operations is the
Shared Services function which provides high quality levels of support and infrastructure across the
operations.
For further information please visit our website: http://www.lonmin.com

